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A medical school for rural & regional NSW



UOW Graduate Medicine hub locations
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http://overlapmaps.com/



BACKGROUND

• Rural	medicine	is	unique,	challenging,	and	
confronting;	rich	in	personal	stories	of	triumph	
and	humanity.

• We	have	already	embraced	the	role	of	the	
community	in	training	the	next	generation	of	
medical	practitioners

• This	project	contextualises	medical	training	in	
the	historical	experiences	of	medicine	in	the	
community

• It	aims	to	transform	both	the	School’s	
understanding	of	the	communities	with	which	it	
works,	and	the	community’s	awareness	of	its	
own	history.	
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BACKGROUND

• What did medical practice look like 100 years 
ago, 50 years ago, 25 years ago?

• How did it look from the perspective of the 
practitioner, from the patient, from the 
community?

• And most particularly, did it look different 
depending on where you were located 
physically, geographically?
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The Country Doctor Museum
7089 Peele Road Bailey, Bailey, NC 27807
http://www.countrydoctormuseum.org/index.cfm
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A virtual museum

• draws	on	the	characteristics	of	a	conventional	museum,	
allowing	visitors	to	explore	rich	and	diverse	content	
through	computer	technology.	Develops	interpretations	
and	narratives	of	the	historical	developments.

• University-community	partnership

• provides	new,	meaningful,	and	contemporary	
opportunities	to	learn	skills	in	technology

• helps	participants	gain	investigative	and	presentation	skills	

• helps	establish	citizen	science	projects

• offers	participants	opportunities	to	think	flexibly	and	
creatively.
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Why virtual?

Document title9

A virtual museum has accessibility 
opportunities denied to museums in real 
space.  

This is a vital issue given the distances 
involved in our medical school.

By being virtual the museum becomes 
readily accessible to its creators but also to 
visitors from other hubs and beyond.



Building a People’s (Local) History of Medicine



Name of Museum

Lithgow Spanish Flu 1919

Artifact 3 Artifact 4



The process:
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1) Identify Pilot community
2) Create ‘team’ FHS and GSM RAL
3) First Community Forum – Planning our options
4) Media blitz J
5) Town meeting
6) Talking with the town
7) First (collection) gathering
8) Narrative Follow up
9) Second Community Forum – Creating themes
10) Virtual planning – Creating Story boards
11)Developing the exhibits



Forbes
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Forbes
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The process:
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1) Identify Pilot community
2) Create ‘team’ FHS and GSM RAL
3) First Community Forum – Planning our options
4) Media blitz J
5) Town meeting
6) Talking with the town
7) First (collection) gathering
8) Narrative Follow up
9) Second Community Forum – Creating themes
10) Virtual planning – Creating Story boards
11)Developing the exhibits
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Why does it matter?

• Medicine is still a balance of art, developing interpersonal skills, and 
science, incorporating the newest technological advances to enhance 
patient care.

• Medical history, specifically the history of rural health - the mission of our 
medical school - can remind us that today's medicine has been built over 
the centuries with each succeeding era witnessing important additions to 
the body of medical knowledge. 

• adapted from The Country Doctor Museum

• http://www.countrydoctormuseum.org/index.cfm
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Why does it matter?

• Community	history	is	a	means	by	which	local	
historians	are	able	to	do	their	own	teaching,	to	
share	their	knowledge	of	the	localities	that	
constitute	the	School	of	Medicine’s	distributed	
network.

• Our	community	partners	are	empowered	as	
the	teachers	
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Conclusion

• Academics	can	take	a	cross-disciplinary	approach	to	
engaging	LIC	placement	in	a	broader	community	of	practice.

• University-community	engagement	can	be	transformative	for	
both

• Opportunities	for	medical	student	humanities	research
• By	increasing	our	understanding	of	rural	medicine	in	

Australian	history	the	project	seeks	to	transform	our	
knowledge	of	this	field	and	provide	a	deeper	understanding	
of	the	importance	of	rural	medicine	for	communities,	
practitioners,	academics	and	the	students	embraced	by	the	
community	as	legitimate	partners	in	provision	of	healthcare.
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Questions


